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Mr. Lee graduated from University of Toronto and received his Professional Engineer in 

1984. He spent 30 years in the defensive industries for various defense projects, and later on 

worked for IBM research for business development and technology licensing in Asia 

Pacific. For the last ten years, he works for City University of Hong Kong for patent and 

licensing business; and highly involved in the technology transfer activities in the Big Bay areas 

of southern China.
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Ms Tynkkynen is an international business professional with strong multicultural leadership and 

management experience. She has been working over twenty years in Asia in China, Vietnam, 

Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore. Her wide experience covers both corporate and public 

sectors. She holds MBA degree from Aalto University, where she specialized into the digital 

technology management and Bachelor of Business Administration in international business with 

studies in US.   

  

Business Finland is a Finnish government agency, a global leader in international trade 

promotion, investment, export, tourism and innovation.  Business Finland has more than 600 

experts working in over 30 countries.  In China, Business Finland has five offices and is the 

official bridge for promoting investments, trade, innovations and travel between Finland and 

China.  
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in Shanghai and is the Head of Finland Trade Center in Shanghai. Mika holds a PhD (1999) from the 
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Before the current position, he was a Digitalisation Director at Business Finland responsible for the 
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governmental information policy. 

 

Abstract: 

Why Finland is a globally leading country in innovation? What the greenest, happiest and one of the 

technologically strongest country has to offer? The talk will open up Finnish innovation system, PPPP 

collaboration and business driven ecosystems with case examples – highlighting reasons to come and 

invest in R&D in Finland. 
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Mika has over 20 years comprehensive IP experience and especially he has focused on IP 

commercialization. So far he has prepared material and participated in many important patent portfolio 

licensing or selling projects which have generated significant profit for IP owners (up to hundreds of 

millions).  

 

In his work Mika is able to benefit his broad contact networks to different kinds of global companies and 

patent acquiring organizations (e.g. patent funds). Mika started his IP career by working for Nokia on 

1996. During his over 15 years career in Nokia he managed many demanding positions relating to 

different areas of IP e.g. in patent prosecution area, managing significant patent portfolios and 

commercializing patents.  

 

In 2011 Mika joined Berggren and has commercialized patents in various fields, including ICT, chemistry 

and machinery. He is also helping clients with IP risk management and IP strategies. 


